
THESIS ON SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION

This thesis project is a case study about Search Engine Optimization in the The results of this thesis show that the most
important fact of making an SEO plan.
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ranking. The algorithm used by search engines is important and it is what determines the quality of the search.
SEO can be effective both for large businesses as well as for small businesses. Location is a very crucial factor
in business and so is Search Engine Optimization. The three major search engines i. The website also appears
then among the first suggestions. The importance of Search Engine Optimization can be compared to the
importance of location in business. Optimizing a website to improve its rank may require editing of the
content of the page, editing HTML code to improve the meaning of certain keywords, and editing the HTML
code to improve search engine indexing activities. As bots being what they are it is important to provide all the
necessary help to these bots to enable them to crawl a website for the information you want it to find.
Therefore, it is very important that the person taking care of the search optimization consider keywords that
may be misspelled. Free essays. No plagiarism All papers you order are plagiarism free. This research will
also be conducted to investigate what are the other factors besides keywords which will affect a search and the
ranking of the search results. As the other search engines drifted into obscurity it is interesting to see that
Google remained as strong as ever since its inception. However, if two websites both having exactly 20 other
websites pointing back to it how do you determine which is more relevant? This ensures that the website is
ranked highly. The effectiveness of the SEO marketing will also be influenced by the level of competition in
the market. Google, which was founded by Larry Page and Sergey Brin only came to the fore in and the rest is
history, like they said. Search engines therefore need to determine relevancy by analyzing the content of a
webpage, website or document. Calculating PageRank As search engines start to become more efficient there
were other human factors which start to crop up as if there were not enough problems for search engines. On
the search term itself a search engine will determine if the word being searched appears in document
constantly and where it occurs e. This can be explained by the fact that SEO only requires initial input in
ensuring that the content and HTML code of the website is search optimized. SEO is also now at the forefront
of most marketing campaigns and also on the negative side at the forefront of hackers and marketers of
dubious products. Conversely, a site may be relevant for a search but may not be that popular. By using the
PageRank method almost every website can be allotted a PageRank number and a higher PageRank number
will add towards its importance of being ranked higher compared to other websites with lower PageRank
numbers.


